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Using the linear modulus of a regular operator, we extend the “zero-two” law for 
positive contractions of LP-spaces, 1 <pi +oo, p 22. The proof uses the 
approximate point spectrum of positive contractions and a procedure obtained by 
Foguel. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1970 Ornstein and Sucheston obtained the first two “zero-two” 
laws [6]: a “zero-two” law for positive contractions of L’-spaces 
(Theorem 1.1 of [6]) and a second one for Markov kernels (Theorem 3.1 
of L-61). 
Using a different approach, Derriennic [ 1 ] proved a “zero-two” law for 
Markov processes and used it in order to study random walks on locally 
compact groups. 
Foguel in [24; 5, Chap. 2.21 studied the mathematical picture described 
by the proof of Theorem 1.1 of [6]. In [3] he gave a procedure which was 
subsequently used and extended in [4; 5, Chap. 2.21 and which will be used 
in this paper as well. 
*After reading a draft of this paper, Professor Yitzhak Katznelson and Professor Lior 
Tzafriri obtained a new proof of the result described here. Their approach solves also the case 
p = 2 and appears in the following paper, “On Power Bounded Operators.” 
+ This paper contains the main result of the author’s Ph.D. thesis at the Hebrew University 
of Jerusalem. I wish to express my deepest gratitude to Professor Harry Furstenberg, my 
supervisor, for his guidance while working on the thesis, I am also indebted to Professor 
Louis Sucheston and Professor Lior Tzafriri for suggestions that have simplified the 
exposition. 
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Let (X, C, p) be a measure space (where p is a positive a-additive 
measure) and consider the real Banach lattices Lp(X, z, p), 16 p < +co. A 
positive contraction of Lp(X, Z, CL) is a linear bounded operator 
T: Lp(X, Z, p) --f Lp(X, C, CL) such that T is positive (i.e., f~ Lp(X, z‘, p), 
f>O*TfaO) and IITII < 1. 
Using the proof of Theorem 1.1 of [6], one obtains a second form of the 
“zero-two” law for positive contractions of L’-spaces: 
THEOREM A. Zf T is a positive contraction of L'(X, C, p) and for some 
QE N u (0) IIT”“+l- T”Oll ~2, then lim,, +oo I/T"+'- T"IJ =O. 
As in [7, Chap. IV, Sect. 11, if T1 and T, are two positive contractions of 
Lp(X, C, p), 1 <p < +co, we will denote 
IT,-T,I=(T,-T,) v (TI-T1)=T1+T2-2(T1 A T2), 
that is, IT, - T21 is the linear modulus of the regular linear operator 
T, - Tz. 
Our goal in this paper is to prove the following extension of Theorem A: 
THEOREM B. Zf T is a positive contraction of Lp(X, C, p), 1 <p < 
+a, PfZ and for some n, E N u (0) II I T”O+’ - T”OI (I < 2, then 
lim n* +m ll~+l-T”II =o. 
Theorem B is a natural extension of Theorem A. Indeed, by Theorem 1.5, 
Chap. IV of [7], it follows that if T is a positive contraction of L’(X, ,X, p), 
then for every nE N u (0) /IIT”+‘- T”III = IIT”+‘-- T”l/. 
Using the uniform convexity of the Lp-spaces, 1 < p < +co, one can 
easily find an Lp-space Lp(X, C, ,u) and a positive contraction T of 
LP(X, C, ,D) such that for some ke N u (0) IjTk+’ - Tkll < 2, while 
lim n+ +m IITn+‘- T"II #O. Accordingly, we cannot avoid using the linear 
modulus in the statement of Theorem B. This observation was made by 
Katznelson and Tzafriri and is contained in the following paper, “On 
Power Bounded Operators.” 
The article is organized as follows: we start by recalling known facts to 
be used later on (Section 1); we obtain a construction involving the 
approximate point spectrum of positive contractions (Section 2); we study 
(Section 3) the norms of certain positive operators generated by Foguel’s 
procedure (Foguel [3]); and, in Section 4, we use the results obtained so 
far to prove our extension. 
The idea to use the approximate point spectrum of positive contractions 
in order to extend the “zero-two” law is due to Professor Harry Fursten- 
berg. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Unless stated otherwise, we will use the terminology of [7]. 
We start with a remark concerning two inequalities which will be often 
used further on. 
Remark 1.1. If T, , T,, T3 are three positive contractions of 
Lp(X, C, p), 1 dp< +co, then 
T,(T, A T,) d (T, T,) A CT, T3) 
and 
If T is a positive contraction of LP(X, C, p) and if LE(X, C, p) is the 
complexification of LP(X, C, p), then we will denote by T the canonical 
extension of T to L{(X, C, p), as in [7, Chap. II, Sect. 111. 
If a(F), Pa(F) and AB( T) are the spectrum, the point spectrum and the 
approximate point spectrum of p, respectively, then we define o(T), h(T) 
and A@(T) (the spectrum, the point spectrum and the approximate point 
spectrum of T, respectively) as being the intersection of the real line with 
(T(F), Pa(T) and AC(~), respectively. 
An element TE L$(X, C, p), ljflj = 1, . is an eigenvalue of T corresponding 
to the complex number 1, if Ty= Ax a sequence (yn),, N of elements 
of L[(X, Z, p) is a generalized eigenvector sequence of F corresponding 
to the complex number y, if liyHT,II = 1 for every n E N and if 
lim n + + m II R - Y! II = 0. 
Using the definition of L;(X, C, CL) and its norm, it follows that: 
(a) 1 E Pa( T) if and only if there existsfE Lp(X, C, p), llfll = 1, such 
that Tf = 3Lf (we call the real number i an eigenvalue of T and we call f an 
eigenvector of T corresponding to L; if f>, 0, then f is called a positive 
eigenvector of T corresponding to A). 
(b) 1 EA~( T) if and only if there exists a sequence (fH),, N of 
elements of LP(X, L’, p), jjf,ll = 1, for every BE N’, such that 
lim n _ + m II Tf,, - AfJ = 0 (the real number I is called a generalized eigen- 
value of T and the sequence (f,),, N is called a generalized eigenvector 
sequence of T corresponding to ;I; if f, 3 0 for every n E N, then we call 
(fn1,. WI a positive generalized eigenvector sequence of T corresponding 
to A). 
Remark 1.2. If T is a positive contraction of Lp(X, L’, p), 1 < p < +co 
and 1 E Po( T), then there exists a positive eigenvector of T corresponding 
to 1. Indeed, if g is an eigenvector of T corresponding to 1, then T( 181) = 
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T(gvO)+T((-g)vO)~(Tg)vO+(T(-g))vO=~Tg~=~g~andsinceT 
is a positive contraction, it follows that TI gl = 1 gl. 
Using Proposition 4.1, Chap. V of [7], it follows that if T is a positive 
contraction of Lp(X, C, p), then 1 E Ao( T) if and only if I\ 7”II = 1 for every 
nfzN(. 
We will now consider the imbedding procedure described in [7, Chap. V, 
Sect. 11. 
Let F0 be the Frechet filter on N and let F be a (free) ultratilter on N 
which is liner than F,,. If we denote the (real) F-product of Lp(X, C, p), 
1 <p< +a, by (Lp(X, C, P))~ and the (complex) F-product of 
Lg(X, C, p), 1 < p < +co, by (L[(X, ,5’, P))~, it follows that there exists a 
measure space (Y, g, v) (where v is a positive a-additive measure) such 
that (Lp(X, C, F))~= Lp( Y, 93, v) and (L$(X, C, P))~= LE( Y, B’, v). 
Let T be a positive contraction of Lp(X, C, p). We will denote by p the 
canonical image of T. The operator p is a positive operator and I/ TIl = II Fli ; 
hence, f is a positive contraction of Lp( Y, 99, v). Moreover, there exists 
f~ Lp( Y, 93, v), llpll = 1, p>O, such that 11 fll = II r’ll, since if (f,)n, N is a 
sequence of elements of Lp(X, C, p), Ilf,/l = 1, f, 3 0 for every n E N such 
that // TII = lim, _ + m II TfJ, then the element of Lp( Y, 93, v) generated by 
(fn)nGN has the desired properties. 
Let T be the canonical extension of T to L{(X, 2, p). We will denote by 
$ the canonical image of T (accordingly, ? is a positive contraction of the 
complex Banach lattice LE( Y, 99, v)). It follows that p= ?‘. 
Using Theorem 1.4, Chap. V of [7], it follows that Aa( Pa(f) = 
Ac( p). 
Let S, T be two positive contractions of Lp(X, C, p). A direct com- 
putation shows that T% = F A 9. 
Let S: Lp(X, C, p) -+ Lp(X, z, p) be a positive contraction. The operator 
S is called a standard positive contraction if there exist a measure space 
(Z, 2, %) (where i is a positive a-additive measure) and a positive contrac- 
tion T: Lp(Z, 2, i) + Lp(Z, 2, A) such that Lp(X, 2,~) is the F-product 
of Lp(Z, X”, A) and F= S. 
2. A CONSTRUCTION RELATED TO THE APPROXIMATE 
POINT SPECTRUM OF POSITIVE CONTRACTIONS 
We begin with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let T be a positive contraction ofLp(X, 2, p), 1 < p < +co, 
and let f E Lp(X, 2, p), f 20, be given. If there exists n E N such that 
T"f=f, thenforeueryr~N~{O}andeoeryg~L~(X,~,~),OdgQf 
Ilf II - (Ilf II p - II gll p)“p Q II Tgll. 
580/68!3-3 
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Proof: Let k E N be such that kn > r. 
Since T is a positive operator, it follows that Tk”g < Tk”f = jY 
As T is a positive contraction, we obtain that 
Ilf II - (Ilf II’ - II g/l ‘)“‘G Ilf II - Ilf - g/l d Ilf II - Ilf - Tk”gll 
G II Tk”gll 6 II T’gll. 
The lemma is proved. 
Let T be a positive contraction of LP(X, C, p), 1 bp < +co. We will say 
that T has property & if for every n E N u (0) there exists 1 E N such that 1 
is in the point spectrum of T’(“+ ‘) - (T”+ ’ A T”)‘. 
Let 
I I 
there exists n E N u { 0} such that I is the first natural 
ZJ T) = IE N number having the property that 1 is in the point 
spectrum of T’(“+ ‘) - (T”+’ A T,)‘. I 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let T be a positive contraction of Lp(X, Z, p), 
1 < p < +co. If there exists m, E N u (0) such that 1 is not in the 
approximate point spectrum of Tmo+ ’ - (T”‘O A T”‘O+‘) and {f T has 
property AI’, then r(T) is not a finite set. 
Proof: Clearly, if T has property A, then ZJ T) is not void. 
Let us assume that r(T) is a finite set and let I, = maxlt ,-(Tj 1. 
For every n E N u (0 >, let I (n) be the first natural number having the 
property that 1 is in the point spectrum of T”“@+‘) - (T” A T”+ ’ ‘I”’ 1 , the 
existence of I’“’ E I(T) being assured by T having property ,4?. 
By Remark 1.2, for every n E N u {O} we may choose g, E Lp(X, Z, ,a), 
g, 3 0, II g,II = 1, such that g, is an eigenvector of T”n’(“+ ‘) - 
(T”A T n+ 1p corresponding to 1. 
Let 1 E N u (0) be such that 1 d I,. We will say that 1 has property 9 if 
liminfIJ(T”+’ A T”)‘g& = 0. 
n-r +Z 
Clearly, I= 0 does not have property W, since 
II(T”+’ A T’Y”gnllp= i/g&= 1. 
Since for every n E N u (0) g, 2 0 is an eigenvector of 
Tfi”“” + ’ ) _ (T” A T” + ’ )hn’ 
corresponding to 1, it follows that (T”+’ A Tn)‘(“‘gn =0 and, since 
1’“’ E r(T) (therefore, I(“) < I’), we obtain that (T”+ ’ A T”)” g, = 0. Accord- 
ingly, I= 1’ has property W. 
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Let I, be the first natural number having property 9. Since I, - 1 does 
not have property 9, it follows that there exist 0 < s0 < 1 and m E N, 
m>m, having the property that for every n E N, n>m 
ll(T”” A T”)-g,llp>Eo. 
Let h,),, N be a strictly decreasing sequence of real numbers such that 
lim Z--r + 1. q, = 0. Since I, has property 9, it follows that there exists a 
strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers (nt),G N, n’ 3 m having the 
property that for every ?E N, I((P+’ A T”r)rogn,llp<~l. 
For every t E N, we will note 
6,= max 
O<d<n,-mo 
II(TnO+’ A TmO) P(P+’ A T”f)‘oP’ gn,Jp 
and we will prove that lim, _ + m 6, = 0. 
Indeed, if 6, + 0, then there exist 0 < w < 1 and a subsequence (6,),, N 
such that for every r E N 6,, > o, that is, for every r E N, there exists 
d,~ N u {0}, d,<nt,-mm,, such that 
II(T”“+’ A To) ?+r(y’r+’ A T”‘~)‘“-‘g,,,IIp>w. 
Let oo=(1-(1-op)“p)/2 and let reN be such that q,,<mO. 
set ,y = T”O + I + d, + (Co -- I )(n,, + I) 
g,,, and 
A”= (To ,, To+‘) Tdr(T”h ,, yt,+‘)‘o-’ g,,; 
Clearly, 0 6 h” Q h’. As gal7 is an eigfnvector of T’(“““‘+r  ” corresponding 
to the eigenvalue 1, it follows that T’ ” %+ “h’ = h’. 
By Remark 1.1 and Lemma 2.1, we obtain that 
~o”l,r’ Il(T”‘r+’ A T”‘r)‘ogn,,~/p 
2 IjT”cr-mo-dr(~o+’ ,, To) Tdr(T”lr+’ ,, T”+-‘&rlIp 
= 11 T”c mQ-dw’llp 3 Ilh’llp - (lp’ll ; - Ilh”ll yp 
= 1 - (1 - Ilh”ll ;)“p 3 1 - (1 - wp)“P; 
hence, o. > 1 - (1 - wp)‘lp, which is a contradiction. Therefore, 
lim f-r +n 6,=0. 
Now, for every t E IV, set h, = T”O- “Q g,, and hi = (T”’ A T”‘+‘)lo- ‘g,,. 
Since T is a contraction and g,, is an eigenvector of Tl(n”(nr+‘) 
corresponding to the eigenvalue 1, it follows that llhJ,= 1 and 
T’n”(nr+‘)h, = h,. Clearly, 0 $ h: <h,. 
By Lemma 2.1, we obtain that for every n E N u (0) 
llT”Ml,~ llhll,-(llkll::- ll~:11~)““~ 1 - (1 -qP. 
Let /?=l-(l--~{)~‘~. 
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We have therefore proved that for every r E N and n E N u { 0) 
IITyT”’ A 711~+‘ygn,Jp2g. 
We are now able to construct a generalized eigenvector sequence (f,),E N 
for y-ml+ 1- (y-0 A y-w+‘) corresponding to 1, thereby obtaining a con- 
tradiction, which will end the proof. 
For every natural number j, let t, E N be such that 
n,,>m,+2’ and 
For every tj chosen as above, it follows from the definition of 6, that for 
every dE N u {0}, d<n,,-m, 
ll(F” A TO+‘) Td(T”‘i A T’+‘)‘“-lgn,,llp <A: 2"p ' p. 
For every je N, let 
Clearly, for every je N, I~fili,,= 1. It follows that for every je N 
and 
II(~0 A T”‘+ ‘,f;lI, 
<Z:z: Il(T m” A T’“,+‘) T”(T”li A T’%+‘)‘O-’ g,,ll, 
(cy’--n’ 11 T“( T”I, A T”‘/+ I)“- ’ g,,,II ;)“p 
< 2’. 1/22J. 2JlP. /I 1 
2jlp . =- P 2” 
It follows that lim, _ + cc IITmotlfj-fiIIp=O (since lim,, +co llTfj-fjllp 
=0) and lim,, +,il(Tmo A Tmo+ ‘)fill, = 0; therefore, (fi)jE N is a 
generalized eigenvector sequence for T~o+l-(TmoA TW+‘) 
corresponding to 1. We have obtained a contradiction, as 1 is not in the 
approximate point spectrum of Tmo+ ’ - ( Tmo A Tmo+ ‘). 
The proof of the proposition has thus been completed. 
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3. POSITIVE OPERATORS STEMMING 
FROM FOGIJEL’S PROCEDURE AND THEIR NORMS 
Letp,q~Rbesuchthatp,q~(l,+cO)andl/p+l/q=l. 
Let T be a positive contraction of Lp(X, Z, p). Given IEN and 
n E N u { 0), let I/j” and Q, be two positive operators such that 
Ti(“+ I)- - 
For every natural number d, d 2 2 we define Vjd) by the recursion for- 
mula 
By induction, it follows that for every natural number d 
Vjd’ + Qf. (1) 
Indeed, (1) is true for d = 1 and, if we assume it to be true for d- 1, it 
follows that Td”” + I)_T ” +1)
The next proposition offers us an upper bound of the set {II Vjd)ll/dE N}. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For every dg N 
II Vj”‘ll B (I+ 1)*/y+ I( Vj”/l. 
ProoJ Clearly, if d= 1, then the statement of the proposition is true. 
Accordingly, we will assume that d b 2. 
From (1) it follows that for every dE N, d> 2 ((I+ T)/2)‘Vjd- ‘) is a 
positive contraction. 
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For everySELP(X, 2, p) such that f>O and Ilfll,< 1, it follows that 
I+ [ 12 - IK ‘> ~(,~‘!f,,Y>~i~O(i)pllT’~ld-‘lfll~ 2 ’ P’ 2’p 
~ x0 op 21p IIT’(“f’Qq-j(l~. 
By Holder’s inequality, it follows that for every ZE N 
(I+ l)“U. 
We obtain that (IT’(“+‘)VjdP’)fllp< (Z+ l)‘ly and, since for every 1~ N 
Q, is a positive contraction, it follows that 
ii~f?fll P = lIT”“+l)Vjd-lJf+ Vj"Qf- ‘fll,< (1-t l)“y+ /I I’j”l/, 
which ends the proof, since for every de N I’{“) is a positive operator. 
4. AN EXTENSION 
We start with a lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let T be a positive contraction of Lp(X, 2, p), 1 < p < +a, 
andlet IEN, nENu(O} begiven. 
Zf 1 is not in the point spectrum of TIC”+ ” - (T” A T”+ I)‘, then the same is 
true for T”” + ‘) -((I+ T)/2)‘(T” A T”“)l. 
Proof: If 1 is in the point spectrum of T’@+‘) - ((I+ T)/2)’ 
(T” A Z”‘+ ‘)‘, by Remark 1.2, it follows that there exists ge Lp(X, C, p), 
IIgll,= 1, g>O, such that 
We obtain that ((I+ T)/2)‘(Tn A T”+‘)‘g=O; therefore, (T” A T”+‘)‘g 
=O and T’(“+‘)g= g. 
It follows that 1 is in the point spectrum of TK”+ I1 - (T” A i”+ I)‘, that 
is, a contradiction. 
Thus we have completed the lemma. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let T be a positive contraction of Lp(X, C, p), 
l<p< +cO.Zfthereexistsn,ENu{O}suchthat IIIT”“+‘-T”oII)<2,then 
there exists n, EN u (0) such that IIT”1+1 - (Tnl A T”‘+‘)II < 1. 
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Proof By our preliminary remarks (Section l), it is enough to prove 
the proposition under the assumption that T is a standard positive contrac- 
tion. 
Letussupposethatforeveryn~Nu(O}, /IT”+‘-(T”r\T”+‘)~~=l. 
For every n E N u (01, since T”+ ’ - (T” A T”+ ‘) is a standard positive 
contraction, it follows that there exists g, E Lp(X, AZ“, ,u), g, > 0, (1 g,l), = 1, 
such that lj(T”” - (T” A T”+l ))g,ll,=l. Hence, for every n~Nu (0) 
I/7”‘+‘g,llP= 1 and /I(T”+’ A T”)g,,lJp=O. 
By Remark 1.1, it follows that for every n E N u {0}, n an,, and for 
every de N u (O}, d<n-n, /IT”p”o-d(T”O+’ A T”O) TdgJp=O. 
For every TZE N u (01, nbn,, and for every de N u (0 ), d < n - n,, it 
follows that II( T”O+ ’ A Trio) Tdg,llp=O, since, if there exist HE N u {O}, 
n>n,andd~Nu(O),ddn-n,suchthat Il(T”“+‘~ T”“)Tdg,l/,=y>O, 
then 
I)T”+lgn(lp= IIT”+‘g,- T”-d-no(T”o+’ A T”O) Tdg,Jp 
< IIT”“+d+‘gn-(To+’ A To) T’g,& 
~(((T”“+d+lg,(l~-lj((T”o+’ A T”‘) T”s,II;)“p<( 1 -yP)lIP< 1. 
We have obtained a contradiction, since (I 7”‘+ ‘gnJlp = 1. 
For every k E N, let 
fk = I”,=, T*gno+k 
IKE”,=, Tdg,o+kllp’ 
Clearly, for every k E N llfkll p = 1. 
It follows that for every k E N l)(Tnoi ’ A Tno)fkllp = 0. It also follows 
that for every k E N 
2 2 
‘(C”,=, IITdgn,,+r.il;)“p= (k+ l)‘jP’ 
therefore, lim, _ + a, )I Tfk -fkll, = 0, and it follows that lim, _ + co 
II~ofk-fkll =lim+ +mlI~~+Ifk-fkIlp=O. 
Hence, 
2=*‘:‘ym II(T”“+‘+ T”“mlp 
= lim I((T”O+‘+ T”0-2(To+1 A F”))fkllp 
k-r +m 
=,“y, IIIT”“+l-T”oIfkll,. 
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We have obtained a contradiction, since we have assumed that 
111 To+ ’ - PI 11 < 2. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
We are now able to prove the main result of the article, namely 
Theorem B of the Introduction. 
Proof of Theorem B. We will begin by noticing that using Stirling’s for- 
mula as in [6], it follows that there exists a constant y>O such that for 
every Banach lattice E, if T is a positive contraction of E and I is a natural 
number, then 
Let S,, Sz be two positive contractions of Lp(X, C, p), 1 < p < +co, and 
let S’, , S; be the duals of Si , Sz, respectively (S; , S; : Ly(X, C, ,u) -+ 
Lq(X, Z, p), l/p + l/q = 1). By Exercise 2.c of Chap. IV of [7], it follows 
that IS; - S;l = IS, - S,I ‘. Accordingly, it is enough to prove the theorem 
under the assumption that T is a positive contraction of Lp(X, C, ,u), 
1 < p < 2. Moreover, using our preliminary remarks (Section l), it follows 
that we may assume T to be a standard positive contraction. 
Let T be a standard positive contraction of Lp(X, Z, p), 1 < p < 2, and 
let n,~Nu{0) be such that IIIT”of’-T”oIII<2. 
By Proposition 4.2, it follows that there exists mOE N u (0) such that 
IIT”o+‘- (TO A To+’ )I[ < 1; therefore, the real number 1 is not in the 
approximate point spectrum of T”O + ’ - (T”O A T”O+ I). 
We have to study two cases: 
(a) T has property JZ; 
(b) T does not have property &!. 
(a) Let E > 0 be and let q be such that l/p + l/q = 1. Since 1 < p < 2, it 
follows that 2 <q < + r;o; therefore, there exists I, E N such that 
(y/$&f, + 1) 1!y + 1) < E/2. 
Since T has property JJY, using Proposition 2.2, it follows that f-(T) is 
unbounded, therefore, there exists 1 E r(T), I> 1,. Hence, there exists 
n, E N u (0) such that I is the first natural number having the property 
that the real number 1 is in the point spectrum of T’(“6t ‘) - ( TX6 A Tns+ I)‘. 
It follows that 1 is not in the point spectrum of T’E(“6f ‘) - (T”? A T”‘+ I)&. 
By Lemma 4.1, it follows that 1 is not in the point spectrum of 
Q,,,,= T~L(“c+‘)- y “(T.e A T”c+l)k. 
( > 
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Since T is a standard positive contraction, the same is true for Q,,,,. It 
follows that 1 is not in the spectrum of Q,,,,. Hence, there exists m,E N 
such that IlQT,,ll < s/4. 
We now define the sequence (I’(;)),. N as follows: V(i) - Tflf A T”$+’ ‘d% 
and for every m E N, m > 2 we use ihe recursion formula 
-( ) ‘, 
By Proposition 3.1, we obtain that 
I( Tm,‘e(%+ I) 1 _ Tm,‘h,+ 1)/l 
Since (IIT”+‘-- T”ll),EN is a decreasing sequence, it follows that 
lim n++aoIIT”+l-T”II=O. 
(b) If T does not have property A%‘, it follows that there exists 
n(O) E N u (0) such that for every 1 E NJ the real number 1 is not in the point 
spectrum of T’@)+ 1) _ ( T”“‘+ 1 ,, T”“’ ’ ) . Since we assume that T is a stan- 
dard positive contraction, it follows that for every I E N the real number 1 
is not in the spectrum of the positive contraction 
T’(tdol+ 1 ) _ (T”“‘+ 1 A T”“‘)‘. 
The proof is essentially the same as in case (a), provided that for every 
E > 0 we choose n = n(O). 
The assertion 0: Theorem B is therefore true. 
We may obtain a slightly more general form of Theorem B: 
COROLLARY. Let T be a positive contraction of LP(X, Z, p), 
l<p< +co, p#2 and let kEN. If for some n,EN u (0) 
II I T w+~- TfloIII ~2, then lim,, +3c I/Tnfk- T”II =O. 
Proof By Remark 1.1, it follows that the sequence (111 Tnfk - T”] II),,. N 
is a decreasing one, since for every n, I E N u { 0}, 
II I T” +‘+k - T”+‘I 11 
= IIT” +‘+k+ ,+‘-qT”+‘+k ,, T”+‘)II 
d IIT+‘+k+ T”+‘-2T’(T”+k A Tn)li < IIIYfk- T’I)l. 
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Let +,E N u {0} be such that km, 3 n,. It follows that 
II I T nO+k- T”OJI( 2 IIITmokfk- T”‘+Il. 
If we consider the positive contraction P= Tk, it follows that 
11 I Pm0 + l - Pm01 1 -C 2; therefore, by Theorem B, lim, j + a, )I Pm+ I - P” /( = 0. 
This completes the proof, since the sequence ((I T”+ k - T”I/ ),, N is a 
decreasing one. 
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